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We consider intuitionistic number theory with recursive infinitary rules (HA*). Any 
primitive recursive binary relation for which transfinite induction schema is provable is in fact 
well founded. Its ordinal is less than .sa if the transfinite induction schema is intuitionistically 
provable in elementary number theory. These results are provable intuitionistically. In fact, it 
suffices to consider transfinite induction with respect to one particular number-theoretic 
property. 
Introduction 
It is known that for any recursive ordinal a, elementary number theory (PA) 
proves transfinite induction schema over some PA provably linear primitive 
recursive ordering of order type a. There is also such an example of order type 
m1 X (1 + Q), where Q is the rationals. These issues are discussed in [5]. 
Exactly the opposite is true for intuitionistic systems. Let HA be elementary 
number theory in Heyting’s predicate calculus with equality. Let HA* be HA 
together with transfinite induction schemata in the language of HA for all 
recursive well-orderings. HA* can be formulated alternatively in terms of 
recursive infinitary rules [3]. There is a particular number-theoretic property A(n) 
such that any primitive recursive binary relation for which HA* proves transfinite 
induction with respect to A(n) is in fact well founded. The ordinal of the relation 
is less than e0 if HA proves this transfinite induction. (eO is the least ordinal /3 
such that wfi = p.) 
These results were proved by the first author in 1975 (cf. [l]) by a 
proof-theoretic analysis of HA* in classical metatheory. The property A(n) was 
obtained by an application of the recursion-theoretic infinite injury method [6]. 
Given A(n), we show that these results are provable intuitionistically. Also, we 
use a method of Kleene [8, §3.1] rather than proof theory. 
We shall refer to [2,3,4] in Section 2. 
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1. Transfinite induction in intuitionistic number theory 
Intuitionistic elementary number theory (Heyting’s arithmetic, HA) is based on 
Heyting’s predicate logic with variables n, m, k, . . . , the constant 0, and all 
primitive recursive function symbols. Atomic formulae are equations between 
terms. Its axioms are 
1. (s(n) # Oh s(n)=s(m) + n=m, n = n, 
n=m+m=n, n=mr\m=k+n=k, 
n, = m, A . . *Ani=mi + F(n,, . . .,q)=F(m,, . . .,mi). 
2. Primitive recursive defining equations. 
3. Induction schema: A(0) A Vn (A(n) + A@(n))) + VnA(n). 
(Classical) Elementary number theory (Peano arithmetic, PA) is this theory in 
classical predicate logic. 
Intuitionistic second-order arithmetic (HAS) is based on two-sorted Heyting’s 
predicate logic, with variables n, m, k, . . . (over natural numbers), and 
x, Y, z, . . . (over sets of natural numbers), the number constant 0, and primitive 
recursive function symbols. Equality is used only between numerical terms. 
Besides these, X(t) are atomic formulae (with t a numerical term). The axioms 
are 1,2,3 extended to this language, and 
4. n = m + (X(n) - X(m)), 
5. Comprehension: 3X. Vn (X(n) * A(n)), 
where X is not free in A. Classical second-order arithmetic (PAS) is this theory in 
classical two-sorted predicate logic. 
Formulae in the language of HA are called arithmetic formulae. 
Let H be a binary primitive recursive function symbol, and let mRn be the 
(primitive recursive) relation H(m, n) = 0. We say that R is well founded if 
VX [tin (Vm (mRn + X(m)) + X(n)) + Vn X(n)]. 
In particular, given an arithmetic formula A(n) consider the arithmetic formula 
Vn (Vm (mRn + A(m)) -+ A(n)) ---f VnA(n), (WR, A) 
called transfinite induction on R with respect to A(n). 
Let HA* be obtained from HA by adding TI(R, A) for all primitive recursive 
well founded R, and all arithmetic A(n). HA* can be described alternatively in 
terms of recursive proof trees [3]. 
We shall use a method of Kleene [8, 93.11. Let F be a set of arithmetic 
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sentences and let A be an arithmetic sentence. We define r ( A by induction on 
the complexity of A, writing r 1 FA for “r 1 A, and HA + r proves A”. 
rlA iff HA + r proves A, for atomic A, 
I-IAAB iff TIA and TIB, 
I-(AvB iff TII-AorTIkB, 
r 1 A + B iff r 1 FA implies r I B, 
r 1 Vn A(n) iff for each numeral fi, r 1 A(n), 
r 1 3n A(n) iff for some numeral E, r I kA(n). 
Lemma 1.1. Suppose r I C for any C E I’. Let A be any sentence provable in 
HA+r. Then rlA. 
Proof. Straightforward induction (in a fragment of HAS that expresses 0 on the 
length of proof of A. 0 
We shall also use the following result from recursion theory. 
Lemma 1.2. There is an r.e. set Q E co x cc) such that for all n, Q, = {k : (n, k) E Q} 
is not recursive in {@I, k) E Q :p # n}. I.e., Q represents an effective sequence 
of very independent r.e. sets Q,,. 
Proof. [6], p. 51. Cl 
Most of this section is involved in proving the following 
Theorem 1.1. There is an arithmetic formula A(n) with only n free, such that for 
any primitive recursive binary relation R on w PAS proves: “HA* proves 
TI(R, A) iff R is well founded”. 
Proof. Let Q G o x o be an r.e. set as in Lemma 1.2, and let A(n) be an 
arithmetic formula expressing Vm (m E Q, v m .$ Q,). In particular, let F be a 
primitive recursive ternary function symbol so that (n, m) E Q iff 3 F(n, m, i) = 0. 
Then let A(n) be 
Vm(3i F(n, m, i) = 0 v Vi F(n, m, i) # 0). 
We now let H be a primitive recursive binary function symbol, and let rRn be the 
relation H(r, n) = 0. One direction of the required equivalence is clear. For the 
other direction, we work informally in PAS. Let T, be a finite fragment of HA* 
that proves 
Vn (Vr (rRn + A(r)) * A(n)) + VnA(n), (1) 
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and let P G cc) be such that 
Vn (Vr (rRn + P(r)) * P(n)), 
yet 
32 1 P(n). 
Let T, be TO together with 
(2) 
(3) 
Vn (Vr (rRn + A(r)) -+ A(n)), 
and all true JG: sentences stating 
(4) 
fi4QB (5) 
where P(r). Note that T, is a true theory that proves VnA(n). We first show that 
T #A(n) iflP(n). Suppose TI /A(-) II , w ere 1 P(n). Thus for each m, TI 1 kfi E Q, h 
or TI 1 ki $ QA. The cases are exclusive because TI is a true theory. Also, 
fi E Q, iff TI 1 kfi E QR, iff T, km E QA because “fi E Q,” is .Z’y. Let T2 be T, 
together with all true ny sentences stating ti # Qp, for all p # n. TI z T2, and T2 is 
still a true theory. Thus for all m, either T2 km E Q, or T2 t m # Q,. Then Q, is 
recursive in {(p, m) E Q :p # n}, contradicting Lemma 1.2. Therefore 
TL t A(n), if 7 P(n). (6) 
We now show that TI 1 B for any axiom B of q. Because TI proves VnA(n), 
Lemma 1.1 will then contradict (6), showing that (l), (2), and (3) are 
contradictory. 
Clearly TI 1 (5), so TI 1 A(Z) whenever P(n). If 1 P(n), then let 1 P(Y) and rRn, 
as given by (2). Then by (6), q #A(F), and so q 1 (Vr (rRri -+ A(r)) + A(n)). 
Therefore TI 1 (4). 
Next, consider an instance of transfinite induction schema in T,: 
Vn (Vr (r <n + B(r)) -+ B(n)) - Vn B(n), (7) 
where < is a (PAS-provably) well founded recursive ordering. 
Suppose TI proves the hypothesis of (7). Then TI proves Vn B(n), and thus 
certainly Vr (r <n + B(r)) for any n. Thus if TI I (hypothesis of (7)), then for 
each n, if for each r < n TI / B(r), then TI 1 B(n). Because the order < is 
(PAS-provably) well founded, 7’, I B(n) for each n. 
Finally, Ti / C for each C in TO tl HA. 0 
Theorem 1.2. There is an arithmetic formula A(n) with only n free, such that any 
primitive recursive binary relation R on o for which HA proves TI(R, A) is well 
founded, with ordinal <E”. 
Moreover, there is a primitive recursive function symbol G, and a number n, 
such that G embeds R into the standard notation system <(o[“]) for ordinals 
<oLnl, demonstrably in HA, i.e. HA proves rRm + G(r) < (o[“])G(m). 
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Proof. By a well known result of Gentzen [7], it is enough to show that PA with 
an extra unary predicate P, with induction extended to all new formulae, proves 
TI(R, P). Call this system PA(P). Let A(n) and R be as in the proof of Theorem 
1.1. It suffices to show that PA(P) proves: “If HA proves TI(R, A), then 
TI(R, P)“. In the proof of Theorem 1.1, replace a finite fragment TO of HA* with 
a finite fragment of HA, and observe that T1 is definable in PA(P). Therefore, 
the relevant case of Lemma 1.1 is provable in PA(P). Lemma 1.2 is provable in 
PA. The rest of the proof of Theorem 1.1 is clearly in PA(P). 0 
2. Classically and intuitionistically provably well founded relations 
It is known that the provable sentences of HA* are precisely the arithmetic 
sentences that appear as roots of well founded recursive proof trees of HA 
extended with full u-rules for quantifiers [3]. Therefore the nontrivial direction of 
the equivalence stated in Theorem 1.1 is a sentence of the form 
Ve (F(e) well founded -+ G(e) well founded) (8) 
with F, G primitive recursive. Thus, PAS will be replaced by HAS in Theorem 
1.1 if we prove 
Theorem 2.1. Let F, G be primitive recursive. Zf a sentence (8) is provable in 
PAS, then it is provable in HAS. 
Proof. Let PAS, be a finite fragment that proves (8). Because provability in 
PAS, is a 27 sentence, we can assume that HAS proves that PAS, proves (8). For 
the rest of the proof, we work informally in HAS, with occasional comments as to 
why that is allowed. 
For each n, PAS, together with “F(E) is an index of a well founded recursive 
relation” proves “G(Z) is an index of a well founded recursive relation”. In the 
sequel, we refer to these relations by their indices. Fix n, and consider the system 
PAS, + “F(5) well founded”. We can assume that PAS, is strong enough so that 
PAS, + “F(E) well founded” proves that every descending path through G(E) 
terminates, and that so does every path through the recursive tree r(E) of finite 
descending sequences through G(E). By the syntactic methods of [2] (that are 
clearly formalizable in much less than HAS), let HASi be a finite fragment such 
that HAS + (F(C) well founded), proves that every path through y(Z) termin- 
ates. Here, “F(E) well founded” is the sentence 
vx [VP (Vq (4 -C P + X(q)) - X(P)) -+ ~PwP)l (9) 
where q <p denotes {F(B)}(q, p) = 0. In HAS, (9) proves its negative inter- 
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pretation. We check that it proves its (.),-translation [2] 
vx [VP C’q ((4 <P> v B * X(q) v B) + X0?) VW -+ VP (X(P) “WI. 
Suppose X is given, and assume the hypothesis. We want to show 
VP O’q (q <P + X(q) v B) -+ X(p) v B), 
which would give the conclusion by transfinite induction for X@) v B. Thus 
for any p, assume Vq (q <p + X(q) v B). Then clearly Vq ((q <p) v B + 
X(q) v B), so X(p) v B by the hypothesis. 
Therefore, take HAS, to be strong enough so that HASj + (9) proves that every 
path through the tree y(E) terminates. The argument of [4] using formal 
Heyting-valued models is in fact a syntactic translation (that is again clearly 
formalizable in much less then HAS), so let HAS, be a finite fragment strong 
enough so that HAS, + (9) proves that the tree y(E) is well founded, and in fact 
that G(n) is well founded. It is readily checked that (in a finite fragment of HAS) 
(9) implies that its Heyting-value is 1. We thus have 
HAS, + “F(E) well founded” proves “G(E) well founded”, 
and thus by the partial reflection principle, (8) holds. We conclude the proof of 
recalling that we have been working in HAS. 0 
Corollary 2.1. There is an arithmetic formula A(n) with only n free such that for 
any primitive recursive binary relation R on w, HAS proves: “HA* proves 
TI(R, A) iff R is well founded”. 0 
Theorem 4.1 of [3] is now improved to 
Corollary 2.2. Let T be HAS, HAH, ZFI, or any of its extensions equiconsistent 
with ZF and the existence of an inaccessible, (resp. Mahlo, measurable, supercom- 
pact, huge; Reinhardt’s Axiom). There is an arithmetic formula A(n) independent 
of T, with only n free, such that any primitive recursive binary relation R on o for 
which T proves TI(R, A) is in fact well founded demonstrably in T. 
Proof. A(n) is the same as in Section 1 here. Let T prove TI(R, A). 
TI(R, A) is an arithmetic sentence, so by [3, Theorem 3.11 T proves that HA* 
proves TI(R, A). Apply Corollary 2.2. 0 
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